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Campus SU students battle for bandwidth
getting
safer
KYLE DAVIDSON
Staff Reporter
The department of Public
Safety is seeing, hearing and
monitoring more on campus activities with severalnew security
technologies in the areas of surveillance, radio communication

and alarm systems.
Facilities Director Bob Fenn
andPublic Safety ManagerMike
Slettensaidthenewsystemscame
inresponse to changingsecurity
concerns in an era of unprecedentedgrowth on campusand in

the greater Seattle area.
The addition of 26 closed circuit televisioncameras inthe past
three years has brought the total
number to 29, greatlyexpanding
the surveillance capabilities ofthe
office.

"We'renot looking to increase
surveillance or take away from
privacy. Rather it's a tool to be
able to seecommon areas where
we would normally be standing.
We have reduced labor costs by
using such tools.It's intended to
observe an act in a certain area,
for anything threatening to students or university property,"
Sletten said.
Senior Jaime Rice appreciates
the new technology and doesn't
think the camerasare aninfringement of privacy.
"I think the new technologyis
wonderful. I'vefeltour campusis
not very safe. Not to mention we
are located in a high crime area,"
Rice said.
Not all students agree with
Rice's sentiments, such as senior
Nakota Garcia.
"Why do weneed all that security on campus? Yeahitmakes us
feel safer, but there is a limit.
What are werunning here, a jail?
Everywhere we turn we're being
watched. We're Seattle University,it's notlike kids here commit
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SophomoreRobertRodriguezdownloadshis music through theprogramNapster.SUhas aban on the use ofNapster on campusdue to the large size
ofMP3 files which clog up the campusnetwork.

CHRIS HAAS
Staff Reporter

rate is slow
while online activity peaks in the

quests.

AMY BARANSKI
News Editor
During a typical week Robert
Rodriguez,sophomore criminal jus-

tice major, spends approximately
two hours in Xavier Hall downloading music files off Napster, a
program that allows users to share
music files with one another.
"It's a great way to share with
everyoneelse what you think is the
best music," Rodriguez said.
While Rodriguez waits for his
latestfind, Joe Tynan,a senior electrical engineering major who also
lives in Xavier,tries to do research
for a paper due the next day.
Both RodriguezandTynan experience delays withtheirInternetre-
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The transfer

the5-20bridge,allowingcars (files)
to go across the lake.
Thenumberoflanesonthe bridge
limit the number of cars that can
cross the lake. Bandwidth is analogous to howmany lanes the bridge

10 users," Erdmann said.
"This leaves 76.93 percent ofthe
bandwidth available to the other
800 to 900 students."
According to Parks, the more the
average user capacity comes down
the faster the network will be.
"They're consuming a huge
amountofbandwidthfrom students,
whichslows down, thenetwork for
educational purposes," Parks said.
Twoweeksbefore finalsofSpring
Quarter last year Parks decided to
block student access to Napster.
Over the summer Napster was
accessible,but duringthe first week
of September,access to it was officially blocked.
"It's a question of resources. If
we're going to have limited resources, then we are going to have

evening hours which start at approximately 8 p.m.
Since theonsetof the schoolyear,
Internet activity has reached full
capacity almost everyday.The de- has.
When students like Rodriguez
lays that students like Rodriguez
and Tynanexperience are due to the downloadMP3 files, they usemore
bandwidth in the same way a
university's limitedresources.
atsemitruek takesup moreof the road
(IS)
Information Services
tributes the delays to downloading on the 5-20 bridge.
Userslike Tynan,whoare simply
of the popular mpeg layer 3 (MP3
surfing the web,arelike GeoMetros,
files) from Napster.
MP3 files are audio files that can taking up less lane space than the
be stored on computers and then semitrucks.
When the bandwidth cannot suptransferred over the Net to other
computers.
port the number of requests given
According to VirginiaParks. Vice over the Internet at one time, the
President of IS, unregulated MP3 Internetequivalent of a traffic jam
traffic consumes too much band- occurs.
It takes onlya few users to slow to put educational purposes first,"
widthcausing the delays.
Bandwidth is the amount of in- down the connection, according to Parks said.
Parks and Erdmann decided to
formation that can be transmitted Erdmann.
banstudent
access to Napster when
"We tracked the top 10 people
between campusand the Internetat
they
24
noticed the competition for
primarily using MP3 (files) in a
one time.
time,
approxiand
bandwidth.
Paul Erdmann, Director of Aca- hour period of
According to Erdmann, the imdemic Computing and Network mately 23.07 percent of the bandServices,says thatbandwidth is like width was beingused by those top
page
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Brown Bagging it with the president
BRYAN BINGOLD
Staff Reporter

changing the venue for graduation

and problems with the new Student
FinancialServices office.
One constantconcern was letting
more students know about how to
contact the administration through

Father Stephen Sundborg, SJ,

President of Seattle University,
spoke with students, faculty and
staff yesterday fromnoon to 1 p.m.
at an open forum in the Wyckoff
Auditorium.
Yesterday the meeting's topic
was: "What do Seattle University
students want to see accomplished
at Seattle University this year?"
There werefour studentpanelists
whoopened the forum with issues
and concerns that they saw oncampus.
Senior Caryn Anderson, a psychologymajor, wasthefirst student
panelist to speak.
Sheaddressed aneedfora greater
senseoffaculty involvement inclub
and student organization activities
andalso for theneedfor interoffice
collaboration.
"That wouldinclude offices from
different parts of thecampus working together towarda commongoal
and a common purpose," Anderson
said.

The second student panelist,
sophomore TapuwaK.Dandato, an
international studies major, at first
surveyed studentsinpreparationfor
the panel and found that many are
interested in having ATMs in the
dorms and calling cards on sale at
the Cave.
Yet, Dandato focused on diversity at SU. Dandato feels that there

open forums, e-mails or letters.
The administration expressed a
desire toreceive feedback from students about changes, such as the
new Student Financial Services office.

Theadministrationwantstoknow
what works and doesn't work with
new additions to campus.
Father Sundborg wishes that more
students wouldgetinvolvedoncommittees.
He invited students to talk to adERIN ROBINSON / PHOTO EDITOR
ministrators
and bring upquestions
(From left to right) Caryn Anderson, Amy Jenniges, Father Stephen Sundborg, Tapuwa K. Dandato, Chris
and concerns that affect students
Canlas, andHankDuranddiscussstudent concerns at SUduring lunch yesterday.
directly.
is alack of diversity issues covered
in theCORE classes.
"Ignoranceis probably one of the
biggest things that youhave todeal
with when you're talking about diversity,"
Dandato thinks restructuring
thoseclasses will help combat that
ignorance on campus.
The thirdpanelist,Amy Jenniges,
a juniorcommunicationmajor, proposed that SU explain specifically
where thetuitionincrease goes,and
how it benefits students.
SU students face a tuition hike
everyyear,and Jenniges askedthat
students be informed about what
their money is used for.

"Iwork nearly full timeandI'ma based his remarks on student sur-

Father Sundborg holds a quar-

full timestudent. Idon'tthinkthat's veys and interviews,including the
entirely uncommon here on this ASSU State of the Student Survey
from last school year.
campus," Amy Jenniges said.
"It's hard, but youhave to make
Canlas addressed students' deends meet. Andit's quite expensive sire for a 24-hour computer lab,

terly meeting with students to dis-

to go here, but

I'm willing to pay
that because Irealize the value of
education."
Jenniges also voicedconcerns of
parkingcongestion.
Father Sundborg explained that
the CityofSeattle putlimits onhow
many parking spacesSU can have.
According to Father Sundborg,SU
is currently at that limit.
The final studentpanelist, Chris
Canlas, a senior economics major.

renovating theLemieux Library and
havinga widerrangeof COREclass
options.
FatherSundborgprovided a brief
response to allof the panelists' remarks before opening the forum to
the students and faculty in the audi-

cuss issues that apply

to them on

campus.

Initially the brown bag forums,
began in 1997, weremonthlymeetings designed for faculty members
tobringforthissues concerningSU.
After one faculty member suggestedextendingthis open forum to
students,Father Sundborg now offers just that.

Some of the issues that students

have brought upin the past werethe
in
Students
the audience ad- movefrom Division111 to Division
variety
a
dressed
of concerns in- IIin the NCAA,racismoncampus,
cludingstudents accessing classes the change of mascot and improvrequiredby their majormore easily. ing the radio station.
ence.

City Council candidate promotes participation
AMY BARANSKI
News Editor
Patrick Kylen, a non-traditional
Seattle University student who is
running for City Council, visited

out democracy there can be no social justice," Kylen said.
Kylen believes that
an
individual's voiceis essential to the
democraticprocess.
"Social justice, for me, is having
the option to participate," Kylen
said.

studentslast Tuesday to encourage
their participation in democracy.
"It's not a guarantee, we have to
Students squeezed into the fifth
Campion
to
lounge
floor
in
hear demandit."
Kylendescribehis experiencesas a
Kylen tries to integrate what he
participant.
He
learns
fromhis courses at SU tohis
political
novice
linkedhis experiences withdemoc- novice political career.
Kylen ran for the Seattle City
racy and politics to the idea of social justice,a themeof thefifth floor Council in 1997. Both The Seattle
Times and The Seattle Postthis year.
"Without citizen participation
there can be no democracy. With-

Intelligencerendorsed him.

He ran his campaign off $800
from hisown pocket andlost toJan
Drago in the primaries.
Kylen wanted to get involved in
thelocal politics primarilybecause
he gotmadthat Safeco Field,which
he votedagainst, wasbuilt withhis
tax dollars.
From then on Kylen wanted to
get more involved so that he could
create change in his community
moreeffectively.
His current concern is Initiative
53, which would require the City
Council to give $6 million to the

ElevatedTransportation Company
(ETC) whichwould develop a plan
on how to build the monorail.
Theinitiative also calls for funding ofconstruction of theMonorail

if voters approved theETC's plan.
Thethreeissues drivingKylento
work diligently on Initiative53 are
his concerns n>r the environment,
transportation and housing in Seattle. Kylen said he will continue
to seeInitiative 53 through until it
passes.
His passion comes from his
theory that the future of democracylies in municipal government.
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On September 28 in issue two

Spectator the following
information wasmisrepresented:
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Tuesday, October 24, 2000

10:00am to 2:oopm
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" Spokane,
SeattleUniversity
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"Be Thou my Vision."

George Sedano is the Director
of Student Activities.
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Meet with representatives
from thefollowinglaw
schools:

The Mass of the Holy Spirit
washeld atImmaculate ConceptionChurch. The SeattleUniversity Choirs performed as did the
SUConsort Singers, led by Dr.
Joy Sherman. They sang a song
composed byJohnRuttercalled,

OnOctober5 in issue three of
the Spectator the following information was misrepresented:

Monday, October 23, 2000
10:00am to 2:oopm
PacificLutheran University
StudentCenter

I

University ofPuget Sound
Wheelock Student Center

_

Seattle, WA

"
"

Lewis A Clark College,
Portland,OR
University of Oregon
Eugene,OR
University of Washington

"

Seattle, WA
Willamette University
Salem, OR

..° ..

°

Oct b?r 24'200
J;
ft m
6:o m to 7:30
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nnnn
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University of Washington, Tacoma
ToBe Announced
Thursday,October 26, 2000
10:00am to 2:oopm
SeattleUniversity
The Chieftain

He believes that everyone can
and shouldparticipate in localgovernment.

Kylenwillpursue his passionfor
democracyin theFallof2001when
he willrun again for City Council.

Help us help others

alpha
PLASMAICENTER

Alpha is currently in need of
blood plasma donors. Giving
plasma is safe, easy and fast.
You can donate up to twice a
week. Earn $60 in just two
quick visits.

$126 BONUS
Alpha will pay a $126 bonus
to students on their 20th
donation during fall quarter.
This offer is valid through
year end and count through
12/31/00, with student I.D.

—CENTER HOURS—

MON
10AM— 7PM
TUES-TH 8AM— 7PM
FRI-SUN BAM— 4PM
7726 15thAveNW
Seattle (Ballard)
(206) 782-6675

* New Donor: Present thiscoupon onyour
first visitand receive an extra $5.00
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Battle for bandwidth: students speak up
Frontpage 1

those options."

mediateresult wasanimprovement
rate of Internet

in the transfer
requests.

"I've noticed a difference with
network quality when Napster was
deactivated," Tynan said.
Tynan recalled that prior to the

ban onNapster,whenheresearched
on-line for a class, his work was
delayed because of students monopolizing thebandwidth.
Parks saidthatshe receivedcomplaints from students who had to
use the computer labs for research

because their dorm

Slerrera

proposed to launch an
cational campaign intended to
Oct. 4 with Erdmann, Parks and inform students of the effect their
Hank Durand, Vice President of downloadinghas on other Internet
Student Development, to negotiate
lifting the ban on Napster.
'The fact is that [Napster] does
'The common good is what's jamup thenetwork studentsneed
beinghurt because a few peopleare to be responsible with their downslowing down the network for the loads," Herrera said.
rest of students," Durand said.
gotta stop thinking about
Napster music community, and
Hector Herrera, sophomoreclass
Representative, and Angela start thinking aboutthe SUcommuRivieccio, Vice President of Stu- nity."
Parks agreed to lift the ban on
dent Affairs, argued that as long as
Napster
use
the
pay
students
for the
of
for a trial period starting
lastingthroughThanksuse
not
Nov.
11
and
Internet their
should
be regiving break only if
ASSU council members met on

...

SYou

connection was too
Internet access is

"The common good is what's
being hurt because a few
people are slowing down the
networkfor the rest of
students/

generally fasterinthe
computer labs because they have a
separate Tl (a type

of Internet connection) from the residence halls.
IShasdone all that
it can from a technology standpoint so
that, according to
Erdmann, "a novice
user could not access

Hank Durand,Vice President
of Student Development.

ASSU successfully
persuades students to
self-regulate their

downloads.
Once the ban is

lifted, IS will moni-

ERINROBINSON/ PHOTO EDITOR

Simon Ortiz reads his poetry to students.

A poet speaks
AMY BARANSKI

News Editor

of
Simon Ortiz, an accomplished
availablebandwidth.
Native
American writer, discussed
If the system keeps
at 3:30 p.m.
writingsyesterday
his
running efficiently
to
faculty
students
and
in the
then they will keep it

Itis one of the largest and fastest
growing majors in the college.
The Writers Reading Series is a
program that developedout of the
creative writingprogram.

Mexico,Ortiz is a

regional and nationally prominent
writers.
Raphael Campo will appear on
campus laterthis Fall Quarter.
Lawrence Ferlenghetti and novelistRobertClark and many others
are scheduledforWinter andSpring

tor

the

amount

Schaefer Auditorium.

Born in New
graduate of the lowa's Writers
Workshop. He has worked as a
journalist,editor and profesor.
He published 12 books of poclogged.
etry,
fiction and essays and won
Erdmannadmits that experienced stricted.
"I'm not going to sit there and
Award in 1969 and
Discovery
users can still access Napster.
"Iabsolutelybelievethat students waituntil Thanksgiving ifitis not a the
the
Prize
Pushcart
for Poetry in
Rodriguez,an experienced user, should be able to download MP3s. success," Parks said.
1
1
From
98 for
SandCreek.
has accessedNapstersincethe early [Napster] is basically a program
Herrera has faith that when
Hispoetryis infused withNative
September ban.
that allows you to share files with Napster users /earnhow their activ"It's not freereignand it required
me to use some other means of
accessingit,"Rodriguezsaid,"Now
there's onlyone way I
canaccess it
and it's not that good."
The ban spurred controversy
among students who were unsatisfied with the reasonsbehindParks'
decision to ban Napster.
"Napster was around last year
and it wasn't a problem then," said
JamesLiner, a second year Honors

student.
"Duringpeak hours, the Internet
slows down and that's to be expected. People should be able to
viewwhatever they want we have
tobe able todosomethingfor entertainment. Napster should be one of

...

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
aboutthis test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question let me proveit. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915

-

than 60 English/creative writing
majors on campus.

Parks reserves the

right to reinstate the
ban atany timeshould
the network become

American history, mythology and
social concerns.
Oritz's presentation was spon-

other people, and Idon't see any- ity affects other users, they will
thingwrong with that,"Herrerasaid. voluntarilychange their habits.
"I believe people will listen to
Parks andErdmannexplainedthat
sored toy tY\e creative vtnimg prowith the network's limited band- reason," Herrera said.
College of Arts and
width, Internet access must be reDespite the outcome ofthe forth- gram in the
Sciences.
coming trial period, Parks is comstricted at some point.
Thecreativewritingprogrambemitted to working with ASSU to
trying
is
that
say
"What we're
to
gan in1994 and currently hasmore
it's not fair to fullyblock the use of find a solution to the increasing
students who want to download battlefor bandwidth.
MP3s," Rivieccio said.
She feels that it's a shared issue
Parks doesn't agree that the ban and doesn't want to create sides
on Napster is an infringement on over the problem.
"The only reason why we're in
student rights.
"It's not my concern whether existence is to provide studentsthis
they're downloading music at all," service," Parks said.
Rodriguez willcontinueto add to
Parks said.
hisMP3
impact
downfile collection whenhe can
Her concern is the
get
around the blocks to Napster.
loading has on the available bandhopes that when the ban is
Tynan
width for students.
lifted,
researching
online will not
Rivieccio,
conHerrera and
again.
become
delayed
in
ceded that students the dorms
Parks andErdmann willcontinue
should not suffer slowerInternet
to
chase bandwidth monopolizers
access because of the excess
congestion is relieved.
Napster
users.
until
downloads of

Live and Learn

Japanese!
The Waseda Oregon Transnational Program, Winter & Spring
2001, in Tokyo, Japan, is a comparative US-Japanese Societies
study program that mixes US-based and international students
with Japanese undergraduates at the prestigious Waseda
University. Three levels of Japanese language instruction are
offered in addition to US-Japanese Societies courses in the
humanitiesand social sciences. Scholarships of up to $1000 are
available! Deadline for applications is October 27, 2000. For
more information, contact:

Waseda Oregon Office
Portland State University
(800) 823-7938
www.wasedaoregon.org
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It is designed to host dozens of

Quarters.
All campus community members are welcome tocome anddiscuss the work of these prominent
writers.

* * *
Wednesday Nov. J: Rafael
Campo,poet andphysician, will
speak in the Pigott Auditorium at
7:30p.m.

EXECUTIVE EXTENDED STAY
The Executive Extended Stay Hotel offers great
value and comfort that you deserve with the
location that you require. Located just three
blocks from Seattle University campus and
minutes from the central downtown area. Our
suites offer generous living space with fully
equipped kitchens. Other amenities include
outdoor Jacuzzi, fitness room and
complementary parking.
Call 1 800 906-6226 for rates and availability.
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SECURITYREFORT
AMY BARANSKI

member.
Afterinvestigating the scene
the police arrested the male
Midnight Mischief for simple assault, under age
consumption,andobstruction.
One of the women was put
OnMonday Oct.2 Campus
Public Safety (CPS) noticed under arrest as well.
suspicious characters lurking
around a Seattle University
Wacky Tabacky
owned dwelling adjacent to
the campus.
On Saturday Oct. 7 a CamCPS alerted the SeattlePo- pion Towerresidentassistant
lice Department (SPD) and smelled marijuana smoke
officers with a K-9 unit were from a resident's room.
dispatched.
CPS investigated the situaThe mysterious characters tionand questioned the occuhad tampered with an entry pants of the room.
way to the building. Officers
The residents admitted
searched the building and smokingmarijuanaandturned
were unable to locatethe sus- over a film canister containpects.
ing the drugs.
The incident will be reSimple Assault viewed by the student conNeios Editor

were investigated by CPS

.

The subject in question approached one person in the
parking lot at 12th and East
Columbia St.
Another person was approached in the parking lot at
14thandEast Jefferson St.
Bothofthe individuals who
were approached did not interact withthe man asking for
money, instead they drove
away.

Bike Theft
A $500 mountain bike was
stolen on Tuesday Oct. 3 on
10th Aye. near the Pigott

building.
Theowner lefttheredmanufactured bike leaning against
a lamp post.
duct system.
It was unsecured for two
hours. The bike lock that the
Potential Scam owner usually used was unavailable at the time.
Upon returning theowner's
On Friday Oct. 6 two reports of a man in disheveled bike was missing. CPS would
clothing, waving a piece of like anyone with information

SPD wascalledaroundmidnight on Tuesday Oct. 3, and
with the help ofCPSbroke up
a fight in the Murphy Apartments between a female university resident, her boyfriend, and another female paper and asking for money, regarding this incident to call
theiroffice at (206) 296-5990.
friend who is also a campus

5
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Noise Complaint

Trespasser

On Saturday Oct. 7 complaints of loud noise coming
from the Murphy Apartments
were phoned into CPS.
CPS responded at approximately 1:45 a.m. They heard
loud music coming from an

An individual came onto
Championship field, picked
up a soccer ball and yelled
obscenities at the men's soc-

apartment.

cer team.

The subject dropped the
soccer balloutside one ofthe
field gates and walked away
from the field.

Upon investigation, theresidents were caught with open
CPS staff andSPDofficers
alcohol present. Most were contacted the individual
under 21 years of age.
across the street fromthefield.
The incident is being forThe subject was thenissued
wardedto thestudentconduct a criminal trespass warning.
system.

National Coming
Out Day panel
In honor of National Coming Out week, students, faculty and staff
gathered to discuss "The Invisibility of Sexual Minorities at Seattle
University."HostedbyGALE, (GayandLesbianEmployeesofSeattle
University) a discussion about how sexual minorities are finding it
difficult to bridge the gapbetweenacceptance at SU on the peer level
and acceptanceby our Catholic university. Most panelists and attendants agreed thatthey havebeentreated with much respect oncampus,
butthatthat respectis not being transferred to issues ofpartnerbenefits
on campus.
This was the second discussion group of a series called "Couch"
hosted by GALE.

We make

BANKING

The Seattle University

Marksmanship Club
Fall-term Shooting Schedule
Friday, Oct. 6

—
—
—
—
—

Pistol & Rifle Shooting

WSI Indoor Shooting Range

Friday, Oct. 20
Friday, Nov. 3

Pistol & Rifle Shooting

Renton Gun Range

Pistol & Rifle Shooting

Renton Gun Range

Monday, Nov.13
Trap Shooting
Kenmore Shotgun Range

Friday,Nov. 17

Pistol & RifleShooting

Renton Gun Range

Bothnew andexperienced shooters are welcome.
The club provides all firearms, ammunition, Instruction,
and hearing and eye protection.
Members may use their own equipment

Transportation to the range leaves from the front of
Xavier Hall at 2:10p.m., except 3:00 p.m. on Mon., Nov.13.

For Further Information
206-220-8638

Jacob Fans, President
E-mail: farisjeseattleu.edu

Dr. Tadie, Faculty Moderator
206-296-5422
509 Casey Hall

kTho
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News
Candidates spar at CPS: technology ups safety
gubernatorial debate
JESSICA KNAPP
Copy Editor

Last night Democrat Governor

Gary Locke and Republican candidate John Carlson participated in
the second of three gubernatorial
debates.

Thedebate took place at theKIRO
TV studio and aired live on KIRO
from 9 to10 p.m.A studioaudience
of nearly 100 students, journalists
and campaign workers watched as
Locke and Carlson clashed over
traffic solutions, tax relief and education reform.

Locke opened the debate by saying, "You the voters will decide
which candidate will
' lead Washington into the 21s century, and
there are realchoices here tonight."
Inhisfirst statement,Carlsonalso
focusedon theseriousdecision vot-.
ers willface onNov.7.Heasked the
audience two questions: "Are you
getting your moneys worth from
the government?" and "Are you

From page 1

equipment and new building con-

ment do a better job and be more

a lotof crimes.We are in a city,but
it's Seattle.It's notlikewe'reinLos

struction, allabove and beyond the
40 systems existing five years ago.

efficient," senior TimTrosper said.

Inaddition, allresidential faciliAngeles," Garcia said.
communication
ties
have been standardized to the
systems
Audio
Seattle faces today.
have alsobeen upgraded,allowing campus card system, with approxiCarlson responded,"Youcan ei- CPS to communicate with the ap- mately 15 access control locations,
or you proximately 50 additional radios and the number of blue light emerther dispense a service
get at what is causing the usedby other campusemployeesin gency phones is up from 15 three
can
homelessness in the first place." He facilities operations, custodial ser- years ago to42 currently.
suggested contracting non-profit vicesand other support areas.
Thedepartment'sbudgethas seen
organizationslike the Union GosLizFenn, thecurrentEvent Plan- an increase over recent years, at
pel Mission toaddress thoseissues. ningCoordinator,servedas thehead $675,000 for the 1997 fiscal year
Locke touted Washington's of CPS 19 yearsago.
andincreased to $841,000 forfiscal
record as the number one state in
"You want to talk about changes year 2001, according to the office
moving people from welfare to overthelast 19years.Back then we of the Vice President for Finance
work, holding up a letter from the had three non-uniform security of- and Administration.
Secretary ofthe Departmentof So- ficers, with no communication, no
The 2001 budget includes
cial and Health Services as proof. equipment.Wedidn't evenhave an $676,000 forfull timestaff salaries,
McCarthy also asked questions office: it wasabooth. But the level $98,000for parttimestudent wages
about public transit and Initiative ofcrime oncampus has alwaysbeen and $67,000 in operating costs.
728,aninitiative thatseeks tolower very low, due to the professional"Given the department has been
class sizes but would also shift ismofCPSandtheawareness ofthe so shorthanded of late, technology
moneycurrently setaside for school community," Fenn said.
is of great assistance to staff in
constructioninto ageneral account
Approximately 45 new security carrying out the goalsof thedepartthat local school districts coulduse alarm systems have come on-line, ment and completing ourjob. Havprotectingcomputerlabs,electronie ing technology helps the departat theirown discretion.
McCarthy said she was "pretty
nervous"about askingquestionsand
will have to watch a tape of herself

freshman year.
After attempting to reduce the
full timePublic Safety staff by three
employees for the 1998-99 fiscal
year, the office hasresumed its full
capacity of 15 full time staffers.

its poor."McCarthy then asked the
candidates to explain how they
woulddeal with the poverty issues

...

...

Trosper has been at CPSsincehis

Department ManagerSlettenex-

plained theincrease as an attempt to
fill staffing concerns for a roundthe-clock operation alreadypressed
to its limitby the various responsibilities of coordinating and enforcing campusparkingand transportation and providing campus initial
responseforcriminal incidents,fire
and hazardous materials and medical emergencies.
"We all worked and planned for
this growth. But actually doing it,
when it getsdown to the literal fit of
different student needs, youcanfigure on about ten percent needing
additional or special needs met and
arrangements made," Sletten said.

seeingchange in Olympia that matters outside of Olympia?"
later to see how she did. A former
Carlson, a former talk radio host Tumwater resident, whose family
onconservative,Seattle-basedXVI, stilllives in theOlympia BasinCity,
attacked Locke for what he sees as McCarthy said, "TV sets across
a lack of real leadership. Carlson Tumwater are lit up tonight."
arguedthatLocke hasbeen ineffecOther SU students attended the
tiveas governorbecause heis not a debate as well, including several
strongleader.
members of CollegeSociety.Julie
Locke, a former King County
Executiveand legislator, countered
by questioning Carlson's experience, calling Carlson divisive and
sayinghe knowsrhetoricbut has no
real experience.
Carlson has co-authored several
stateinitiatives,includingInitiative
200, which banned affirmative action,buthasheldnodistrictorstatewideelectedoffice.

Some of the night's most passionateresponses came from questions on transportation. Carlson
wants to use one third of the sales
tax revenue from automotive sales
and services to expand the 520
bridge to four lanes in each direction insteadof the current two. He
also wants toadd a new span across
the Columbia River from
Vancouver to Portland.Locke was
skeptical aboutCarlson's ability to
finance these projects, saying the
tax revenue would bring in $2 billion,notenough to expand the 520
bridge,letalonebuildanother one.
Locke has chosen to wait for a
"blue-ribbon" commission's findings on long-term traffic solutions
before formulatinghis plan. "Iintend toembrace theirrecommendations and enact them into law," the
governor said.
Carlson in turn criticized Locke
for his indecisiveness.
Thedebate wasco-hosted by Seattle University, KIRO, TVW, the
University of Washington's public
access stationandThe Seattle PostIntelligencer. KIRO anchor Steve
Raiblemoderated as threepanelists
asked questionsof the candidates.
Molly McCarthy, an SU student
was one of those panelists.
McCarthyprepared10 to 15 questions, of which sheasked three. For
one,she paraphrasedananonymous
quote: "The best way to measure a

5

Weiskopf, Chairperson of College
Society thought attending the debategavepeople a chance tosee the
"benefits they can get frombeinga
part of College Society."
Originally, the debate was to be
co-sponsored by KOMO TV and
held on SU's campus, withnearly
200 seats for students. Planschanged
becauseKOMO'snetwork contract
would not allow them to air local
programming at a time that fit both

candidates' schedules. Weiskopf
said the debate,"would have had a
far greaterimpact [on campus life]
ifit had gone on as planned."
Nevertheless, both candidates
expressed their enjoyment of the
debate. The lights werea bittoohot
and the time passed too quickly for
Locke, but overall,he said he and
Carlson had a good exchange,and
themoderators dida good job,asking "probing"questions.
Carlson echoed Locke's sentiments,remarkingon the"clear contrast"laid out between himself and
thegovernor.However,Carlsonsaid
he was disappointed that the issue
of higher education never directly
came up.
The candidates weren't quite as
cordial to each otheras they were to
reporters. On several debate questions, Carlson went overhis allotted time by a few seconds. Eventually Locke commented,"My opponent is using his time much more
liberally" towhichCarlsonretorted,
"Boy,that' s the first timeI'yeheard
that."
Locke and Carlsonare scheduled
to compete in one final debate on
Oct. 23 at 7 p.m. The debate will
take place in Spokane and will be
aired live on KING TV.

Hila Lenz contricuted to this
report.
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Soup UJith
Substance

Former Wash,governor
and SU alum John
Spellman will speakon
"JusticeandPolitics:the
artofthe possible versus
the idea."
Spellman willspeak and
discuss in the Casey
Atrium at noon today,
Forfurther information
call CampusMinistry at
(206)296-6075.

Celebrate the 98th
birthday of longtime SU
community member
FatherFrank Logan,SJ,
on Logan field from
12:15 to 1:15 p.m.

Come worship with
Prospectivelaw students campus community
areinvited tocome to an members at 11 a.m. in
introductory workshop the Chapel of St.
for law students in Ignatius.
Sullivan Hall from 8:45
a.m. to 12 p.m.
Or if you prefer an
evening celebration,
The Lemieux Library is
hosting the event and
Fall Cruise
attend Mass at 9 p.m. in
invites the general
the samelocation.
universitycommunity to Enjoy Elliot Bay on
in a Argosy'sSpiritofSeattle
participate
'
community game of tonight withfriends from *""~ *^
catch from 12:15 p.m.to 9:30 p.m to 1a.m.
The Spectator
12:45 p.m.
Boarding is at 8:30 p.m. jf you know of an
Following the game a onPier 55.
upcoming event you
birthday cake and
would like to seein this
refreshments will be Tickets are onsale at the calendar please e-mail
providedforalltoenjoy. International Student yOur information to:
Center, Pigott or the Amy Baranski, News
Campus Assistance Editor
at
Center. For more info newstips@seattleuedu
call (206) 296-6260.
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flnti-smeatshop
movement

"Education: Whose
schools? Whose kids?"
sponsored by St. James
Cathedral and Seattle
University's School of
Theology and Ministry
in the Wyckoff
Auditorium, 7 p.m.

TheStudent Organizing
Collective will kick off
the year with an oncampus demonstration
about the injustices of
sweatshop labor.

NeUJ Beginning
Reunion
Students who attended
the New Beginning
Program can reunite jn
theInternational Student
Centerfrom7to 10p.m.

Wednesday

>
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Bumuay!
The SCCC Art Gallery
opens an exhibit today
that examines fashion
designs from the
ordinarytoavantgarde.

ItrunsuntilNov.3from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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through
If you want to join this Friday,withextrahours
movement come to their from sto 7 p.m. on
meeting today at 3:30 Tuesday
and
Wednesday nights.
p.m. in the SUB.
Rttention

Lecture/

Psychology

Discussion

Majors

'

Students, staff and
Breakfastservedforyou faculty are invited to
at8:30a.m.in the Casey attend: Teaching with
Technologyday" inthe
Commons.
Library
Lemieux
Contact Karen Lutz or Reading Room from 8
Kevin Krycka at (206) to 5:30 p.m.
296-5400.

F° r more information
call (206) 296-626X).
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Stop the insanity of frivolous lawsuits!
A Sacramento man sueda tattoo
parlor for misspelling theword"villain" on his forearm, even though
he was the one who told the tattoo
artist how to spell the word.
A phone sex operatorin Florida
Spectator Columnist
wonaworker'scompensation settlement after she claimed to have developed carpal tunnel syndrome
fromconstantly masturbating onthe
ents of Columbine High School job.
gunman Dylan Klebold, are suing
Twelvestudents are suingSouththe Jefferson County sheriffs de- ernMethodist University after failpartment andthe schooldistrict for ing a computer verification course
failing to preventtheirson'sdeadly in 1997. The students charge that
outburst. The Klebolds are saying the schoolmisledthem intobelievthat if they had been notified of ing the class wouldbe easy.
Dylan's
Internet
threats andof
his friendEric
want
Harris' violent behavior,

AUSTIN

BURTON

Thelast straw came years agofor
me, when Iread about a woman
who was suing the FloridaMarlins
baseball teamafter shehad beenhit
intheheadby a foulball.I
hadbeen
well aware of frivolous lawsuits
beforehand, but this particular
woman'sclaim almost pushed me
toward law school for a career in
defending those who are sued.
Frivolous lawsuits have become
as much a part of the American
legal system as parole hearings.
Most of us are familiar with the
infamous "hot coffee"claim brought
againstMcDonald's a whileago. A
womansought to have the fastfood
giantpay hermedical bills after she
spilled coffee inher lap.What made
this case all the more ridiculous is
that sheactually won,although most

they would
have kept the
two
teens
apart, thus

results,
If lawmakers really
maybe they should deem it a
—
—
misdemeanor at least to file a
frivolous lawsuit.

thwartingany
devious plans
the two may have conjured.
An Orlando rental car company
of the punitive damages originally was sued by ,the family of a woman
awarded to her wereoverturnedon who was killed in an automobile
appeal.
accident. The woman'sboyfriend,
In 1999, the rash of shameful an Irish tourist, was driving the ca
court claims swelled to a point and was legally drunk at the time
where more than $81 million was The suit alleges that the rental ca
spent in defense against frivolous

lawsuits. Some of the more deplorable claims over the years include:
Thomas and Susan Klebold,par-

and eye by a t-shirt that was propelledinto the crowd by a stand-up
comic.Stewart Gregory of Cincinnati, Ohio guessed that the deadly
shirt flew towards him at almost
800 feet per second (545 miles per
hour), approximately the same
speed as a jetliner.
One man sued Anhauser-Busch
for false advertising after he discovered that drinking beer didn't
make him successful with women.
In 1997, a man sued the state of
Michigan becausehe caught a cold
in the Capitol rotunda in Lansing.
That same year, a woman sued a
supermarket when she wasinjured
after she allegedly tripped on
a piece ofdried
gum on the
sidewalk out-

companyshouldhaveknownabou
the "cultural and ethnic customs in
Ireland, whichinvolves the regular

consumption of alcohol."

side the store.

Even

the

prison popula-

tion has joined
the party. Inmates have ac-

ages after he ordered two jars of
chunky peanut butter and received
one jar of creamy and one jar of
chunky.
Many things can be said about
the state of our country bylooking
at these laughable lawsuits. What
theseunique cases tellme is thatour
country has become so driven by
money,thatpeoplewilldo the most

insane things to obtain it.
You fell down during a pick-up
gameand got a floor-burn? Sue
' the
YMCA.Yourprofessordoesn t give
you an 'A' after you stayed up all
night doing a project you had two
weeks to do? Sue the university.
You're just generally unhappy in
life?Sue yourparents(this actually
happened once).
Many states have implemented

laws to help curb the number of
these types of suits, but it doesn't
look like they'll come to an end
anytime soon. If lawmakers really
want results, maybe they should
—
—
deemit amisdemeanor at least
to file a frivolous lawsuit. Perhaps
the prospect of jail time, a stiff fine
and paying their opponent's legal
fees will make people think twice
before trying toget aquick buck out
of their purported misfortune.
A harsh proposal? Maybe so. If
youdon't agree,you can alwayssue

tually been responsible for some of the most outrageousclaims madeinrecent years,
team
following
booted from the
his including the following:
1999, a California death row
second alcohol-related arrest. Deate sued the state claiming that
fense attorneys say that Rickey
Higgins is a diagnosed alcoholic, his civil rights were violated when
and theschooldiscriminatedagainst his packages weresent viaUPS and me.
A Chicagoprepbasketball player
has sued his school after he was

ti

him due tohis disability.
not the U.S. Postal Service.
Jay Leno and "The Tonight
An Ohio inmate sued when he Austin Burton is a freshman
Show" are being sued by an audi- was denied access to soap-on-a- majoring in journalism. His e. is:
ence member who claims that he rope.
mail
address
was "forcefully struck" in the face
A Nevada inmate sought dam- burtonai@ seattleu.edu.

IS ban on Napster sets a bad precident
JIM
RENNNIE
Opinion Editor
Warning:geekyrambling below !
Let me start by stating my bias
and tell youup front thatIthink all
students shouldbe allowed to use
Napster. Having said that, let me
lead you on an action-packed adventure thrill ride to analyze the
arguments presented by Information Services (IS) for banning the
Napster website and service.
The main purpose of the ban is
that:

IS:Weneed toensure theInternet
can be used for academic purposes...
RightJustlikechildren'sTVprograms are educational? Now don't
get me wrong, theInternet is quite
handy for doing the occasional research project,but thatis notin any
wayits main use. Anyone whouses
theInternet onaregular basis from
the dorms knows full well that academicuse takes a back seatto gaming, music and chat programs. A
doseof realismgoes along way on
this point.
Also,exactly what academic use
on our campus requires massive
amounts of bandwidth to be available at a moment's notice? We're

not exactly

the UW here. Do we
have surgeons who are directing an
operation via live streaming video?
Are our scientists crunching numbers with universities across the
country in real-time? Are we a
secret radar base that can track
nuclear missiles at the Army's beck
and call? Answers: No,no, andno!
Again, what academic use is all
thisbandwidth for?Mostacademic
useof the Internetinvolves research
on multiple websites. Basic web

university's academic success depends on having humongous
amounts ofunusedbandwidth available for academic use.
The question then is: why would
downloadingmusic endanger academic use to begin with? Because:
IS: People downloading MP3s
take upmorebandwidththanpeople
checking their e-mail
Well yes, but that's a moot point
because people checking their SU
e-mail fromthe dormsdon'tutilize
ourconnection to the Internet in the
first place. Peoplechecking theiremail only use the local network,
which has over six times the bandwidth as does our Internet connection. Inother words,peoplechecking their e-mail contribute zilch to

Joe Student: Idon't even use
ing MP3s use up X percent of the
Napster.
Why do Icare if access to
dorms' bandwidth...
is
blocked?
Iwon'tget into the technical rea- it
Because it sets a bad precedent.
sons about why I
believe this is a
poor argument. InsteadI'llsuggest IS has not cited the possible legal
a possible solution. IS has stated problems associated with Napster

...

that the dorms have a separate
Internet connection from the computer labs. But the computer labs
close at 10 p.m. (5 p.m. on week-

reason itis being blocked. Instead
theyhaveusedquestionable technical explanations that the average
student may have difficultyunderends).
standing. IS is using their position
that
from
What is all
bandwidth
the labs doing when thelab closes? of knowledgeto enforcerulesupon
Nothing!The peakhoursforInternet thestudent body; thisisunfair.IS's
on
use in the dorms are after 8 p.m. functionshouldbeto serveand supWhat ifthe bandwidthfromthelabs port students and faculty, not dicwas switched over for use by the tate policy to us.
to
dorms at night and on weekends?
Not to sound like George W.
That way,instead of those Napster Bush, but instead of speaking in
users taking up X percent of the vague technical terms and using
bandwidth, they would only be us- "fuzzy math," IS should open a
ing up X/ 2percent of the band- dialogue with students and truly
width, and information from the discuss this issue.
probInternet bandwidth usage,and
(and
Internet would flow faster for evably uses less than a quarter
here)
generous
being
I'm
of local eryone. Due to the way thenetwork Jim Rennieis a senior majoring
is set up, this is not possible, but inhistory. Hise-mailaddressis:
capability.
network bandwidth
people
downloadIS: But a few
with a bitof work it could bedone. renniej@seattleu.edu

Exactly what academic use
our campus requires massive

amounts of bandwidth be
available at a moment's notice?
surfing takes up only a bit more
bandwidth than checking your email.

But just to be nice,I'llassume IS
is correct and for some reason our

(i.e.copyright infringement) as the
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Editorial
University's
discrimination against
homosexuals is
unacceptable
Yesterday, a forum entitled "Invisibility of sexual minorities at Seattle University" was held in Sullivan Hall. The
simple fact that a forum so entitled was even held at our
university points toa serious problem on campus.
The SU faculty and staff on the panel voiced their concerns
over what they felt was institutional discrimination by the
university.
The gay and lesbian panel members citedbenefits received
by the partners of heterosexual faculty that their partners
could not receive. Everything from comparatively low-cost
medical insurance to free admission into Connolly Center is
denied to the partners of homosexual faculty and staff onour
campus. Scan Patrick O'Riely, the partner of a law school
professor, paid $30,000 in tuition to receive his masters
degree, even though the partner of a heterosexual faculty or
staff member receives free tuition.
Faculty and staff members who are homosexual are treated
as second class citizens by our university. Even though the
university-wide discrimination policy states thatdiscrimination on the basis of sexual orientation is not permitted or
acceptance, the university itself, at the highest levels, discriminates against these members of our community.
The point was also raised at the forum that SUadopts antidiscrimination policy only within the limits allowed by the
Catholic Church, which does not fully accept homosexuals.
It is obvious that since we attend a Catholic university the
institution must follow, in spirit, the Catholic faith. But the
university has made the choice to be Catholic first and a

university second. If SUis to continue following its goal of
becoming one ofthe best universities in the Northwest,it must
reconcilethe desire to follow liberal and progressive thought
with the importance of following strict Catholic dogma.
While it iscommendable that the President'sOffice helped
sponsor the event, action must be taken.
The Spectator calls for the university to stick to its own
stated policy ofnon-discriminationand fully accept thehomosexual faculty and staff that help make SU what it is.

RU-436: New pill will change
abortion in America forever
Kristi
johannsen
RU-486. Thename sounds like a

of the authors and not necessarily those of

the
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began

a
a
public fascination; it's amoral
dilemma; it's a

All those pictures the pro-lifers
wave around of horrendous surgical abortions, the pain to the fetus,
etc., etc., are going to be outdated
and eradicated. This is the biggest
defeatfaced by anti-abortionists in
recent years, and all in the form of

ago

in

Iknow the

abortion denot
at
bate is not
over at all,
morally that
never is, but on a
practical
women.
side, ending
an unwanted
pregnancy
has never
backthen when thepossibilityarose been easier for American women.
that RU-486 would be available
Iwonderifourpopulation growth
here. Then for some reason the will staysteady onceRU-486 comes
whole thing went undergroundfora into mainstreamuse,or ifthere will
while. Now RU-486 has exploded be a slight decline? Will ithave a
into the headlines again, but this powerful affect politically? How
time it is a reality for American will itbe usedas a playing card in
women.
the upcoming elections?
Major research on the drug was
Will this drug, withits awkward
name,
Seattle,
out
most
carried
in
with
affect our sex lives in the
Seattle women approving of the same way the pill did when it first
experience as a whole, especially came out? It seems like with the
when compared to the surgical al- advent of each new drug like this,
ternative. And all Ican think is sex becomes more and more rewow it's so easy now.
moved from reproduction and into
Having seenfriends go through the realms of pleasure and affecthe awful reality of having a surgi- tion, whichis fine.
cal abortion, the thought that they
I
for one am proudof ourcountry
couldhave simply swalloweda pill forsteppingintothe21sl century on
is both joyous (now they can if it the issue of reproductive rights.
happens again) and sad (it wasn't
yet approvedat theirtimeofneed). Kristi Johansen is a senior
This is a huge deal. It will drasti- majoring in English. Her e-mail
cally change the way our country address
is
deals withunwanted pregnancies. kristiuk @hotmail.com.

The abortion debate is
over
a11... but on a practical side, ending
an unwanted pregnancy has
been easier for American

tiny littlepill.By
taking two of
these tiny little
pills in the span of a few days, an
American womancannow legally
and easily abort an unwanted embryo.
Very basically, the first dose

blocks thehormoneneeded tomaintainpregnancy,preventing the egg
from sticking to the uterine wall.
The second dose causes the uterus
to contract and expel the embryo
out of the body. With only a little

bit of cramping involved, you are
not pregnant anymore. This tech—
nology sounds amazing to me
very year 2000, ifyou will.
But here's the ironic part. Iam
now 21 years of age and Iknew
about this procedure from the time
Iwas 12 or 13 years-old. Many
years ago when Iwas a nerd in
juniorhigh,RU-486 wasdeveloped
and made available to the public in

—

The pro-lifers must be
ing nuts, although Ihave not seen
avy coverage of thisin the media,
r instance, Timegavetheircover
er to thenews,but Newsweek did

loners.

France.

France.

POSTMASTER: Send address changes to: The Spectator,Seattle
University, 900 Broadway,Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S. No. 2783

a news report

robot from an 80s sci-fi movie,or clamoring to get the FDA to apthe model number of my vacuum prove this drug for use in the states.
cleaner. But when I switched on If this country's opinion on aborNational Public Radio (NPR) one tionis still as volatile as it seems to
recent afternoon, this awkward be,I'msurprisedthat,about11 years
name was on the lips of everyone later, RU-486 was approved.I
refrom the president to various fea- member the uproar that ensued
tured ethics pro-

RU-486 is
TheSpectatorEditorialBoard consits of Katie Ching, Amy
Jenniges and Jim Rennie. Signed commentaries reflect the celebrity; it's
opinions

I

Spectator Columnist

Apparently,RU-486 willbeeasy

obtain; Planned Parenthood will
itribute it as well as privateprac-

American women heard about
clearlyremember watching
this I
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Stand on higher ground: Why a vote
for Nader is a question of conscience
JAMES
SANTANA
Spectator Columnist
Can you actually believe we
have become so cynical so as to
abandon our principles to vote
based on fear? Andthen it doesn't
bother us. Wow. Consider that
for just a moment.
Take a look at the state of our
nation,which is worse than Wall

endangeredspecies toextinction.
The male sperm count has
dropped 1.5 percent every year
since 1968 and one in eight
women will develop
breast cancer — the rate
is even higher in U.S.

counties withhazardous
Street and TV news communi- wastesites andcontamicate. Behind the veil of our boom- nated ground water.
ing economy hides reality: milSmall farmers receive
lions of Americans are excluded 40 percent less for their
from the economic growth from crops than three years
which the privileged have ben- ago,and the cost of topefited, the environment is half- soil and fertilizers has
as
way through the paper shredder quadrupled,
due to our unsustainable devel- agribusiness andbiotech
—
opment and we don't give a industries smothersmall
damn.
farmers into bankruptcy.
Despite having no
All this is due to American
short-term political thinking and known enemy, our
cowardice that has spawned a bloated military budget
two-heads-same-body, money- consumes a overwhelmdriven political system: Republi- ing percentage of our
cans, and Republicans who call GDP, while public eduthemselvesDemocrats.
cation receives just a
Here are the staggering statis- fraction; instead of ustics: 40 million Americans have ing our resources tocrenohealthinsurance (one-thirdare ate peace, we are prechildren) and 40 percent of chil- paring for war-but who
dren today live in or near pov- are we fighting against?
Will Al Gore act to address
erty. We have hundreds of new
low-payingjobs with fewer ben- these social and environmental
efits andlongercommutes;Forty- failures of the U.S. government?
seven million earn less than $10 No, because he can't; Gore and
an hour a wage that cannot sup- the Democratic Party, recipients
port a family in this day and age.
We lag behind Western European countries modeling true social progress; the bottom onethird of the poorest workers in
Western Europe make 40percent
more than the bottomone-third
of the workers in the United
States, despite a U.S. Gross Domestic Prodcut (GDP) that is mul-

-

in $26 million and George W.
Bush $21.5 million from just a
smallhandful of corporations; the
same CEO's of the same major
corporations were sitting at the
same YIP tables at both dinners!
Corporate America's clench-hold
on politics only forces the priorities of labor, environmental and
social injustices to the backseat,
behind corporate gain. Finance
reform must be implemented for
honest politics, but neither of

gna cum laude from Princeton in

Yes,Ifear George Junior's ad1955 and from Harvard Law
vance on the Oval office, but I
School in 1958.
Armed with his education, he fear Gore's too.They'rebothreal
has dedicatedhis life to combat- trouble, folks.However,positive
ing corporate abuse, increasing change will never occur unless

citizen access to the government, we vote them out, not wait in
protecting consumers, workers desperate hope that they will rise
and taxpayers and defending the to the occasion... sorry, they

environment from inappropriate won't.
Both of these two moderates
laws that infringe upon our well
being. His long list ofcredentials want to increase military spendis impressive. A true humanitar- ing and uphold the death penalty.
ian, he believes in put- They make no plans for immeditingpeople before prof- ate universal health care and no
plans for the phaseoutof oil,gas,
As a nation, espe- coal and nuclear energies. They
ciallyas an 18-25-year-

arebothweak on social andenvi-

old age bracket, we
have bottomed-out expectations for our government; politicians
prey on our apathy and
resignation.It is shown
in our disgraceful lack

ronmental justice.
You say it's "real-politik" to
—
block Bush by voting for Gore
but it is nothing more thanshortterm thinkingand hypocrisy. How

of voter turnout and in-

able values when you yourself
refuse to?If you think, by blocking Bush with a vote for Gore, a
free electionis nothing more than
a game of tic-tac-toe. Play your
cute little game then, and belittle
the veryheart of our democracy.
Will Nader be elected president? It may bedoubtful,but who
wouldhave thought the Republicans wouldrise to overthrow trie
Whigs with AbeLincolninI860?
Who would have thought
Mexico's PRI governing party
would, after 70 years, step down
in fair election? Who wouldhave
thought Mandela would be releasedfrom decades ofimprisonment to emerge as President of
South African?

volvement, and allows
our leaders to manipulate the public without
accountability.As they
perform poorly, webecome cynical and with—
drawn an instrument

of control.

—

these parties willdo it theirlivelihood depends on corporate collusion.

They have crossed the point of
no return. Neither Gore nor Bush
will protect your principles, so

Ifyouthink youdon' t
have the power to affect the course of history because of poor
odds, think again;awful laws and corrupt organizations stay in thebooks as authority until courageouspeople stand
—
up against them consider slavery, children as coal miners and

women denied the right to vote.

Youhave the opportunity to use your vote for what
it's meant for: to reflect your desires for thebest
possible world— not a reflection of your fears.

tiple times larger.
Less than3 percent of our publicly ownedvirgin forests remain,
and, those are lined-up for
clearcutting.Pollution isatrecord
levels in our atmosphere, rivers,
soils, oceans and within plants
and animals, poisoning us with
every mouthful of air, food and
water we consume, and forcing

of more corporate sponsorship
money than Bush, have their decisionsdictatedby corporatespe-

cial interest.
Campaign fundraising is a noholds-barred Indy 500 race of
war-chest accumulation with
strings attached. At one
fundraising dinner, Gorebrought

—

why settle for a candidate who
isn't good enough? We must demand better.
Ralph Nader, model American
andpolitical superhero, haspracticed what he preaches in public
citizenship for the last 37 years.
Born in Connecticut to Lebanese
immigrants, Nader graduated ma-

Your vote counts; ifNadercaptures five percent of the nations
votes, the Green Party will re-

ceive $13 million in matching
Federal funds and get on the ballot for 2004.Italsomakes a statement that you, along with thousands of others,desire something
greater than what shameless
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can youask that your representa-

tives act with ethical and honor-

You have the opportunity to
use your vote for whatit's meant
for: to reflect your desires for the
best possible world not to reflect your fears.Vote with a longterm goal in mind for a better and
more stable nation for everyone.
If you have a sense of decency
and self-respect, you will have
the courage to never sacrifice
your principles for anything.
Stand by them, and proudly cast

—

your vote.
[For more infoon Nader,check
out www.votenader.orgl

James Santana is a junior
majoring in political cience and
French. His e-mail address is:
santanaj@seattleu.edu.

Correction
J.C. Santos, the
columnist who wrote
"Hip-hop is better
without the violence"
in Oct. 5 issue is a
sophomore, not a
freshman as stated.
His e-mail address is:
santosj@seattleu.edu.
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Wanderings
on display
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Page by Jeff Dorion, FeaturesEditor
Photography by Veronica Large, Staff Photographer

JOxlJN SlSJvO receivecla B.A. in phi-

losophy at theUniversity of Washington, Seattle
in 1987. Afterward, he studied fine arts at Western Washington University.
In addition to the current exhibit at the Kinsey
Gallery, Sisko's work can also be found at the
Lisa Harris Gallery in Seattle, the ShidoniGal-

leriesinNewMexicoandtheJohnPenceGallery
inSan Francisco. His work also won top honors
at the 2000 Bellevue Sculpture Exhibition.
Sisko's art is not new to the Seattle University
campus. His piece "It is Good" stands near the
entrance of the Archbishop Thomas Murphy
Apartments.
Composed of multiple panels, "It is Good"
represents thenamesakesofeachMurphy Apartment building. It is cast in bronze andincludes

titledafter mythological characters, and are variations on the Greco-Roman contrapasto pose.
Each sculpturehas a distinctivepersonality,communicated by facial expression and body Ianguage.
"CircleofVenus"isa strongexampleofSisko's
interpretation of classical sculpture. The only
female figure in Wanderings, the Roman goddess
of love stands in a vaguely contrapasto pose.
However, the position of her hands over her
womb integrates a more modern quality.
"Orion" showcases the contrasting themes that
Siskooften communicates inhis art. The figure is
frail,and stands onemaciated legs. Heis reaching
up in a desperateplea for help. However,the base
of the sculpture is steel, as opposed to the stone
bases of the other sculptures at Wanderings. The

various found objects.
weak figure and its strong grounding hint at the
Sisko'sexhibit at theKinsey Art Gallery, titled dual nature of the human spirit.
Wanderings, kicked off October 3. It was eelLike "Orion,'" other sculptures at Wanderings,
an
reception
evening
featuring
notably
ebrated with
Sisko
"Pluto (the dark planet)" and "A Past,"
t
»
as the guest of honor.
explore the
opposite themes ofpain and strength
Wanderings showcases Sisko's trademark within an individual.
bronze sculptures, as well as a handfulofbronze
plates. An account ofthecreation of "It isGood"

is also featured.
"Ibelieve that all sculptures develop out of a
specific event andisrefinedby therealitiesofmy
skill, the craft and the very real experience of
making the work, Sisko writes in his artist s
statement. "The relationship of the model to the
work is significant
The sculptures featured at Wanderings are
inspired by classical Greek statues. Many are
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"I have always been moved by human and animal forms in life and as a
vehicle of expression. My working with these forms began as an exploration
of what Iam. All of my work is about me. They are all self-portraits of a kind.
They are portraits in that they are meditations about some aspect of me, like
my relationship to the past, present and future. Most are reflections of some
kind of dichotomy such as man and animal, physical and mental, in front and
behind as well as freedom and necessity. Ultimately, the experience of the
viewer is not a general experience/
n *
s*} *
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Clockwisefrom top: Circle of Venus (bronze& travertine,1994);
«A Pasr (bronze &
limestone> 995} :
Orion (bronze & steel<
1996); "Pluto (the dark planet)" (bronze, 1997).
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Wanderings will be on display at the
Kinsey Art Gallery until Oct. 31. John
§ jsko w j]|attend a question and answer
forum
on Thursday, Oct.
1Of1
] ' troni nOOn to
P*"1'
The Kinsey Art Gallery is open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to
noon, and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
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BOOK OF THE WEEK: THRILLING TELLING OF TRUE STORY
every fire under control by 10 a.m. more men, is the heart of the tragthe next day. Most of the men on edy.Maclean,in anunhurriedprose,
BookReviewer
that crew had never seen a fire discusses the ramifications of
blowup
before. What is a blowup? Dodge's spur of the moment ingeNormanMaclean'ssecondbook,
In
Maclean's words, "A blowup to nuity thatchangedthe face offorest
YoungMenandFire,waspublished
a forest fire is something "like a fire fighting forever. What is the
posthumously. It was, as the title
hurricane toan ocean storm, (33). trick that savedhis life? Well, that
simply states, about young menand
By the time the Smokejumpers would be telling.
fire.
to the Mann Gulch fire,
hikeddown
keeps
autobiographiMaclean
the
Though suspenseful in its own
blowup.
The only man on conversational way, Maclean
was
a
book,
A
River
it
cal tone of his first
thatcrew whohadever1ived through doesn'tpack the plotwithclimaxes
Runs ThroughIt andOtherStories,
'Tty: Gorman
blowup was the foreman, R. and cheap thrills. The story serves
a
uses
to
personal
and
its
touch tell
Wagner Dodge.
another story, not about himself,
more as a dissection of the tragic
Maclean describes Dodge as a Mann Gulch tragedy by a storybut about the tragic deaths of 13
man "gifted with his hands, silent teller interested in more than the
young men.
Tress
on principle" (29). He is a man the gripping action of fighting against
Thebook has a very familiarfeel,
reader comes to know and respect, nature to live.
and from the very beginning, the
and
he is the best candidate for the
readeris comfortably ensconced in
Maclean has fought against naheroof this tragedy. He was almost ture, probably more than once, and
Maclean's study, listening to him
the hero.Ifhis menhad listened to won. To read YoungMen andFire
try to explain why this story means
him, and followed his seemingly is to view the world through the
why
he must
so much to him, and
directions, perhaps more of
crazy
the
fire.
organized
tell it.
Service
timeless eyesof an old storyteller,
walkedoffof that and alongthejourneydiscover what
forest
is
to
tell
the
themwouldhave
Smokejumpers,
group
compelled
struggle.
A good story is built on
a
of
Maclean
The struggle of man against nature service firefighters whojump from story of the Smokejumpers as a mountain. His men, however, had is story, what is lifeandhow the two
is as old as storytelling. There is planes into the fire. On Aug. 5, tragedy.It is as ifthe ghostsof these notime tostopand listen toDodge's are often closer than we think.
nothingmore fascinatingthanread- 1949, a crew of 15 men made a young men still haunt the hills of idea; they were trying to savethemIn words far more efficient than
ing about one person trying to sur- routine jump into a forest fire near Montana, and through Maclean's selves.
mine: "Far back in the impulse to
For most of the young men the find this story is a storyteller's bevive thedangerousanddeadlyforce Mann Gulch, Mont. The organiza- masterfulreconstruction of events,
of the elements. Most humans ap- tion was still in its youth, and the theirspirits willbe satiatedand thus end came as they were running up lief that at times life takes on the
preciate the beauty and perfection young men were full of them- exorcised.Maclean illustrates a trag- the hill, trying tooutrun a fire trav- shape of art and that the remem—
of nature, yet we cannot ignore its selves theirabilitiesand their be- edy in its highest form, set amidst eling much faster than they could bered remnants of these moments
roaring flames and racing winds. run. Fires naturally move uphill are largely what we come to mean
power, despite Gore-tex and air- liefs in their own immortality.
The Mann Gulch was the first Hepoints out the naivehubris of the faster than they do down, but as a by life,"(44).
conditioners. Maclean's story is
man runsuphill away from a fire he
about men against nature. It is a tragedy for these elite firefighters. Smokejumpers.
struggling against gravity, oxy5,
1949,
they
and
until
is
Smokejumpers
victory
Up
Aug.
called
tragedy, a
and a journey.
Of the fourteen
Eight years before the event por- one Forest Service Ranger, only every fire on which they jumped a gen and fear.
Of the men that ran, two lived.
irayed in this book, theU.S. Forest three Smokejumpers survived the 10 o'clock fire, as they usuallyhad
They found rocky outcroppings on
thecrestof thehillandjumpedfrom
rock to boulder, trying to avoid the
heat and smoke.RobertSallee and
Walter Rumsey walkedoff of that
ALYSSA BERG
sophisticated, yet hill, so did Dodge.
simple. Local artist
Staff Reporter
The trick to Dodge's survival,
Elizabeth Haidle pro- and the fact that itcould have saved
In theimmediatearea
duced the contemporary
surroundingSeattleUnithe walls, whichis
versity, there are at least
II worth noticing,
11 coffee shops, threeof
fyou tryOtis out, try
which are Starbucks.
i Con Parma, an
- .' ■:■■
,
Who is crazy enough to
.
)resso with whip
, -...."■.
think that yetanothercofam. Also, whatever
fee shop willsurvive the
don't call the
wildJava jungle of First
behind the counter
Hill?
,because it is actuallythe name ofNorth's
Tina North and Richard McDonald, owners
lately departed basset
eagerly awaitshis beverage.
of a new shop simply An Otis customer
hound.
dubbed "Otis," are ingeand wine, not to mention specialty
When you get tired of the wanious enough to make their vision sandwiches like turkey with cran- tereddowncup ofjoe found at more
your new favorite place to study or berries and cream cheese.It boasts commoncafes, venture to Otis and
just hang out.
arevolvingpastryselectionand fruit help support the little guy.
Otis is a friendly and fun place to drinks imported from Italy. Otis
Challenge yourself to finding an
itjiEsitt
relax. Low-key R&B music like offers outdoor seating and cozy, atmosphere that stimulates your
..«>-V'*fft"
Toni Braxton and Macy Graypro- well-lit indoor tables.
mind and your taste buds! Around
vide the perfect background for
The owners made their own bar here, there areas many coffee shops
studying or chatting. Located on by hand out of cement, stainless as there are types of people, and
Bring this invitation to:
b*
Madison and Boren next to Thai steeland wood.It's a piece of art in Otis is acoffee revolution toeach
Star, Otis is open six days a week itself, which makes the atmosphere their own coffee shop.
from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. on weekdays
and 10 a.m. to 6p.m.on Saturdays.
—^—
North is from the Capitol Hill
area,and is familiar with local coffeeshops. Sheopenedher ownplace
becauseshe believedthere wasmore
We extend our warmest welcome to all new
mutDpuiLnipf
niLnbnMnuioL. i
a coffee shopcouldofferinterms of
Please
faculty.
and
students
and
returning
STORE HOURS: 9:3OAM TO 9: 3OFM BBHUiIBiiamBS^HH
atmosphereand food.
She is an experienced bartender
let us help make this year a more successful
and coffee drinker, but has never
and rewarding academic experience for you.
Coll^y:
Nome:
had a shopofher own. Unlikeother
coffee houses that serve their own
Addreu:
— The Librarians'andStaff
brand, Otisserves coffeefromCafe
State:
City:
Zip cod«:
VitaCoffeeßoastingCompany. But
of
A.A.
Lemieux
Library
e-mail:
coffee today is more about the atmosphere of the shop than the naDot. o> Birth:
DMol. D Femol.
/ /
ture of the bean.

J.L. FARIS

Men anb
Tire

tlnWersity of Chicago

$10.80
faperback

Qlis offer coffee shop alternative

ton

.

€do,

.

Tunbofande

■

Invitational

SHOPPING EVENT
October 18, 2000

—

Otis isequippedwith coffee,beer

...

A.A. Lemieux Library

_-—-—-_-__—

We can help.

—
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SD PRISM DANCE THEATER:
NEW COMPANY WORTH NOTICING
SHANTIHAHLER

Staff Reporter
SoniaDawkinsis thekindofperson you'dlove to hate, but you just
can't. She's sweet,beautiful,intelligent,charming and has followed
her heart and talented innovations
to start herowndance company: SD

Prism Dance Theatre.
As Iwalk intothe dark theatre, I
see only the lighted figures of a
muscular man standingstill while a
woman in jeansperfects thelastbit
of his costume.Sheis bent overhis
leg carefully tying the lace that is
meant to mimic a sort of gladiator
style shoe without interfering with
his dancing.

She stands upright, nods in approval, and quickly walks behind
the curtain where her expertise is
needed behind stage. Though the
showopens less than 24 hours from
now, she is calm and persistent,
taking care of what needs to be
done. This persistence is probably
what got Dawkins where she is today.
After relocating from the East
Coast to the laid-back West Coast,

PHOTO COURTESY OF SD PRISMDANCE THEATRE

Dawkinsdancersperform gravity-defyingmoves.

up her style in a simple, delicate
sentence that reflects not only her
career,butalso herpersonality,"I'm
a risk taker," she said."Ijust go for

it."
Her last project, a dance performance titled "Gathering." wrapped
up last weekend, but the company

plans to introduce another show in
early March. Staying true to her
style, Dawkins used mostly male
dancersandincorporated manyclassicballetmoves with modern ones.
The cast shows a great diversity,
and an ambition to perceivemodern
dance in our world today as the
freestyle artistic expression for
whichit is known. Though the performancebegan a littlerough, each

dance got better and better. As the
dancers warmedup,themovements
gainedstrength and confidence,raising theaudience's interestwith each
beat.

The stage,lighting and costumes
are simple. They let the dancer
shine through and set a sense of
balanceand life upon theaudience.
The hours seemed to run quickly,
and the performance was over too
soon.
SDPrismDanceTheatreis guar-

Dawkins brought her dance company, and a new lease on modem anteed to leave the audience with
dance to Seattle. As Pacific North- rhythmic beats in theirheads and a
west Ballet's first modern dance
young dance company to follow in
instructor, Dawkins continued her the future.
Although this company is not
life's passionindance inaddition to
her title as choreographer and performingagain untilMarch, it is
founder of SD Prism Dance The- worthy of notice and support, and
atre.In arecent interviewwithPuget publicity is important inhelping the
SoundMagazine,Dawkins summed theatredevelopmoreperformances

.

English band Gomez has distinctive style and appeal
SONIA RUIZ
Staff Reporter

full-length album, though this one
is a smart collection of rarities and
b-sides that have been floating
On Oct. 10, the United States aroundrecording studiosin England
finally gotachanceto buythelatest as early as 1996. Gomez went
release from the smug U.K.rock- through their basement collections
ers,Gomez.Thisis theband's third of unfinished and ultimately weird

Congratulations to the Newly Elected Officers of
the Seattle University Marksmanship Club
for the 2000-0 1 Academic Year

President &
Chairman of the Trans-'
portation Committee
Vice-president

—
—

Jacob Paris
David Crepeau

University Armorer

—
—
—

Assistant Armorer

—

Chairman of the
ReloadingCommittee

~ Jason Wong

Range Officer

Assistant Range Officer

Clarence Regalado
Paul Ono
Scott Quinn

Angela Alfonso

.

...

and randomtracksand threw them
ontoa disk titledAbandoned ShoppingTrolleyHotline.
Gomez hashad an arguably successful career.laying downa sound

that is somewhere between blues
music that doesn't sound smoky
and pop music that doesn't taste
like candy. It is arguable because,
while they haven't been, nor will
theyever be,interviewedbyCarson
Daley, they have a strong fan base
that stretches from their home in
Sheffield,England to the wetlands
of Seattle, Wash.
Gomez consists of five young
men making lovable and sophisticatedly mushy music.Their previous full-lengths, Bring It On and
LiquidSkin,havecaused reviewers
of their music to rummage through
the bin of genre-defining stereotypes and comeup witha handfulof
labels worthy of sticking to them.
They wear the blues tag well,
making their guitars and bass stagger all over their harmonies like a
drunkard. Theygetcharacter points
for funking up the genre of rock,
like Beck, without the discoflavor.
Gomez can also stretch their tunes
outintosevenminutetrip-outbinges
that showcase the quality vocals of
lead singer lan Ball.This livefiveman crew have spent their careers
honing their musical talents. That
quality comes across in their super-

ibandoned Shopping Trolley Hotline

GOMEZ

land but has found a home on this

CD. Emergency Surgery and other
tracks such as Flavors and Buena
Vista have a distinct Gomez-effect
leaping from unassuming neo-

rhythmrock tosing-along, barroom
warmth.Gomezknowshowtomake

the listener feel at home with their
musicalvision whiletestingthe experimentalist waters.
If you've heard Gomez' spiritual-funk rock before,you willneed
original tracks.
to purchase this CD to round out
Listening to Gomez makes you your listening experience.If anywant to get up out of the easy chair thing, buy Abandoned Shopping
and do some sexy dancing,but you TrolleyHotline for themodernized
can't because you're too busy try- version of the Beatles hit. Getting
ing to name the several different Better, the last track on this disk.
instruments Gomez uses. We
Haven't Turned Around is a song
that came off of Liquid Skin, but

turned inside-out for Abandoned Shopping Trolley Hotline.
On this track, Gomez carts in the
mellotrontospook the song out and
make it hang rather ominously in
the middle of the CD.
Machismo, a song that Gomez
lent to thesoundtrack of Gonein60
Seconds appears on this disk.The
song captures a mighty rhythm and
mixes in some great sound loops
that will remind you of Moby's
latest southern rhythm influenced
gets

"Blah blah, blah blah blah."

That's what most reviewers will be
saying about this release.Just like
somepeople may not know the differencebetweena Monetor aManet,
theyjust know itlooks good;critcs
won't know what to say about
Gomez,but it willbe a compliment
to the music.Reviewers and music
critics will never fully understand
Gomez'strue visionand spirit. You
mightneverevenhearaboutGomez
unless you take a trip across the

pondto the U.K., but that wouldbe

a shame.The realstory is that once
in a whilea band comes along that
—
CD, Play.
doesn't want the limelight they
EmergencySurgeryisa track pre- just want to make good music.
viouslywanderingaround Napster- Gomez is oneof those bands.
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Deja vu as Redhawk men crash in overtime
SU loses grip on PacWest Title, hopes to regroup for rest of season
forCoach PeteFewing'smenasSU

U-WEN LEE
Staff Writer

tumbled to a 1-0 loss in overtime.

It was attacker Eduardo Serrano

HumboldtStateUniversity

who sealed the victory with the

goldengoal in the secondminute of
the first overtime period.
cer team tasted defeat for the first
HSU'sSerranoreceived aslicing
time in the Pacific West Confer- pass from teammateJoshHamilton,
ence division, when they fell to a dribbled through the center of the
resilient Humboldt State Univer- field and scored.
sity.
One could sense it was only a
The Redhawks trudged into matter oftimeforthelively Serrano,
Arcata,Calif,lastSunday afternoon, who had 10 shots-on-goal in the
hoping toexact revengeontheLum- game, three of which were on tarTheSeattle University men'ssoc-

berjacks for their 2-1 overtimede-

feat last season at Championship

get.

The result was especially heartbreaking for the Redhawks, who

Field.
Instead,it was a senseof deja vu

had improved in recent weeks by

winning their last two games,
outscoring their opponents 7-0 in
the process.
An unexpected tactical switch
by Coach Fewing saw freshman
goalkeeper Brandon Sewell earn
his first start of the season.
Sewell didnot disappoint, putting on a fine performance as he
faced seven shots andmade three
good saves.
Perhaps sensing that the Lumberjacks wouldbe no easy meat,
the more experienced Jeremiah
Doyle was brought back in the
secondhalf tohis customaryposition as keeper.
It was Doyle who essentially

TimDapar dribbles the ball downfield.

kept SUin contention.

testing games in the space of five

Doylewenton tomakethree saves
of his own, constantly preventing
Humboldt from scoring in front of

days.

their home fans.
At theotherendof the field,Colin
Garon was also doing his part to
keep his clean slate for Humboldt
by recording three saves, much to

SU mustfind abalance between their defensive actionsand offensive power.

You will face
many challenges teaching
your clasis to read.
Assuming y^>u overcome
the challejnge of not
having any books.

the frustrationof SU'sbeleaguered
forwards.
SUrecordedonlythreeshots-ongoalthroughout the match, and was
caught offside on five different occasions to Humboldt' s zero.
With the defeat,the teamdrops to
a 3-1, 6-5-1 record and some rebuilding work will have to bedone

They played Roberts Wesleyen
collegeyesterdayeveningat home,
and will travel to Olympia to take
onEvergreen StateCollege on Saturday.
SU willhope to repeat their scintillating 7-0 victory over the ESC
Geoduckslast October.
The disadvantage of playing on
the roadand the elementof fatigue
mayeventually catch up with them,
but the team hopes that they can

remain

strong

for the rest of the

season.

The Redhawks will return to familiar territoryMonday when they

if they are toget theirchampionship face Northwest Nazarene University in a potentially enticingPacific
hopes back on track again.
West Conference clash at Championship Field.
Game Previews
Admission is free forall students
The Redhawks' fixture list re- and kickoff is scheduledfor 4 p.m.
fuses to ease up, with three more

PEACE CORPS

How far are you willing to; go to make a difference?

Peace Corps Visits Seattle University!
Tuesday, October 17

rZl^h

Information Table: Hawks Nest (SUB) Lobby, 9:30 am 2:30 pm
General Info Meeting: Hawks Nest (SUB), Room #205, 3:00 4:00 pm
www.peacecorps.gov " 1-800-424-8580
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Take a Free Test Drive
and find out!

Saturday, October 21st
8:30 am to 1:00 pm
University of Washington
Mary Gate Hall

800-KAP-TEST
www.kaptott.com
'T.ii r,«n« irer«g»lwad

t/Mamuksof than rMpKUvtowiwt
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SU Volleyball team falters on home stand
Redhawks vow to remain strong through challenging season
Seattle had a bad start, giving
away three consecutive points in
thefirstgame becauseof poorblocking.
University of AlaskaThe Redhawks remained behind
Fairbanks
in thefirst twomatches untilsophoThe Seattle University women's moreNickiWolfert brought SUtheir
volleyball team entered their two- largest lead of the night (6-1) in
night battle against Alaska's two game three.
The change seemed to bring the
Pacific Division teams.Theyhoped
team
a new confidence.
to win theirfirst home game in the
ClaireFontana(leadSophomore
team'sshortone-and-a-half season
ing the Redhawks with 13 kills)
history.
Unfortunately, this wouldn't be helpedrally the team to a 10-10 tie.
Several penaltypoints forUAF's
the case.
On the first night of competition mistakes, awardedin SU's favor,
against the University of Alaska- helped to bolster SU's advantage.
However,theRedhawks wereunFairbanks, the lady Redhawks fell
three straight games (9-15, 5-15, able to finishthe match on top,and
settled for a hard fought 13-15 end.
13-15).
CHERYL FARRISH
Staff Reporter

this week," Nimocks commented,
"and this may have caused a bit of
confusion in the game."

Theladies wereenthusiasticabout
their performance, observing that
theirconfidence in the team as well
as in their own abilities has improved over the course of the season.
TheRedhawksoften seemedpassiveinearlier performances,giving
an edge to their competitors.
However, as evidenced by their
revivedperformances over the past
week, the SUladies are ready toput
up a fight.
"I think that we're giving ourselves more opportunities to win,"
said Team Captain Nicki Wolfert,
"and that's apositive thing."

Although

the team appeared enthusiastic during
pre-game
warm ups,
their performance during
the game appearedchaotic
and disorgaThe game
ridden

was

with errors,

and many of
the team's intended kills
never made it
the net.
Head Coach
past

Steve
Nimocks ex-

University of Alaska-Anchorage

finishedi
the fronta
11-15.
In gam
two,

th
Redhawk
underesti
mated th
power o
Alaska'
leading

offensiv
anddefen
s i v
player,Se
n i o
Vaness

Tsukano
who

help c (
surge the
team to a

15-6 vie
tory ove

In theirsecond night of competi- SU.
tion, the lady Redhawks seemed to
Ingame
be in better spirits. They cheered three, SU
with the crowd, dancedtopre-game recovere(
music, and seemed to share a gen- from a

eral sense ofcamaraderie.
Seattle's high spirits were evidenced on the court as well. Although they eventually fell 15-11,
15-6,6-15,15-8, the women put up
a fair battle.
Seemingly more confident with
theirpositionalchanges,SU fought
for a slim lead of 11-10 late in the
first game with the help of Wolfert
and freshman Lora Burris (both

LIZ RANKOS / PHOTO EDITOR

The Redhawks defense has improved remarkablywithin
the last year.

four-pom
deficit,eventually winning 15-6.
Assisting in this victory was

Freshman Cassandra Hussey, who
provided 29 of the team's43 game
assists.
Although the Redhawksputup a
spiritedstruggle, they were unable
to hold upagainst Alaska's strong
offense, losing by seven points in

the fourth game.
Burn's hopes that theRedhawks
However, SU's slim lead was can maintain their enthusiasm for
short-held, and Alaska-Anchorage the remainder of the season.

"I think that we fought really
hard,"Burris said."It'sjustamatter
of timebefore we wina game."

Aswithany younggroup,theSU
women'svolleyball teamhopes that
time and experience will improve
their performance.
'The kids are battling," Nimoks
notedafter the game, "and there's
notmuch morethat wecanaskfor."

leadingtheRedhawks with11 kills).

plained the

The SU womenremainedstrongthroughtoughplaylast

confusion after the game.
"We made
some positional changes

Ic
V»4I

Change YOUR World!
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Drive for Metro
Part-Time

Earn $ 1 4.07 to $20. 1 0 an hour Flexible schedule Benefits include
medical, dental, vision, paid vacation & sick leave Paid training
Candidate must be at least 21 years of age Requires Washington
State driver's license and an acceptable driving record.

(206) 684- I024
www.metrokc.gov/ohrm

/g\King County

\s^METRO

King County Metro Transit is an equal opportunity employer.
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Lady Redhawks on winning streak
SU women's soccer remains confident through tough competition

NIC ROMERO
Staff Writer

"We have to hold on to that title
(of being number one)," she said.
"It makes us mentallypreparedfor

The Seattle University women's
soccer team defeated National
American University last Sunday
in a 1-0 non-conference game in
Rapid City, SD.

each game."
BothRiccelli andNudell Lee are
among the few new players on the
team this year.
Sauvageau says each has "contributed their unique talents wonderfully."
The Redhawks don't mind play—
ing in close games Elevenof their
gameshavebeen decided by two or
fewer goals.
"Mostof our winshavebeen 1-0,
and the close wins give our team
confidence." Sauvageausaid. "We
have confidence in our defense."
The Redhawks have eight shutouts this seasonandhaveoutscored
their opponents47-7.
Traveling to South Dakota was
difficult for the Redhawks.
They have been on the road for
the past five weeks, also playing in
Washington, Idaho,and California.

The close win improved the
Redhawks' record to 13-2 as they
maintained their status as the fifthranked team in the NAIA.
Twenty-third ranked NAU fell
ona goal from SU's Toni Riccelli,
a junior transfer, at the 7:24 mark
offan assist fromAnnaNudellLee.

Carrie Geraghty recorded her
sixth solo shutout of the season,
extendingherschoolrecord to38.5
career shutouts.
SUis ranked first in Region 1.
Being numberone is anelite distinction,but theRedhawksare ready

for it.
"We know other teams are going
out and

trying to beat us," Nichole

Thecombinationofnight
play and freezing temperatures while in South Dakota was achallengefor the
team as well.
"We adapted very well.
It wasa good teambonding
experience." Sauvageau
said.
The teamhopes that they
canuse theirability toadapt
to their advantage.
They hope their recent
string of victories will continueand thattheir playwill

only become stronger.
The women are excited
about their performances
thus far, and hope that the
rest of the season will be
evenmore exciting.

The Redhawks return
homeon Saturday toplay a
conference game against

Seattle University
v. National American University

SU: Toni Ricelli (Anna Nudell Lee), 7:24
Shots on Goal: su 6, nau 5
Saves: SU (Carrie Geraghty) 5, (LindseySesovec) 5
Corner Kicks: 3,nau v
FOUIS: SU12, NAU 14
Offsides: su 5,nau
The SU women will face Western Washington
University this Saturday, Oct. 14 at 1p.m.

Western Washington Uni-

versity at 1p.m.

Sauvageauexplained.

SU Intramural Football Standings
Men's League

The Wet Dream Team 1-2

Rec

Football League
Co-Rec

1-2

Knife Hits
Clear & Present Danger 3-0

BAMF

2-0

0-3

IRA

Civil War

2-0

GHEE

2-0

808 Boardriders

1-1

Dawgsitters

2-1

Pinkerton

1-1

Men's League
Open

Carbolic Smoke Balls

1-1

Corn Dogs

1-1 Well Hung Over

2-0 69ers

1-1

Death Machines

1-1 Da Hui

1-1 Tower of Power

1-2

Law School

1-1 Money in the Bank

1-1 Vacas Diables

0-2

Tpam-P
O-9
itam \^
\J £j

0-9

Part-time Programmer

- Repartee Team

Active Voice Corporation, a worldleaderin developingPC-based voicemessaging systems and computer telephony software solutions, is seeking a
Part-time Programmer to work in the Product Engineering department.
Fifteen to twenty hours a week; flexiblehours.
Responsibilities:
Work with a quick response trouble-shooting team to resolve customer

Qt
off 1111CL.L1U11
Tnfmtinn
OLd.il
I

"
" Develop,test, andmaintain software on new and existing products.

«

«

T,emieUX Library

—

\j

~"~^~"""1

"

Assist with technical documentationand support.
Requirements:
Experience programmingin C.
Strong troubleshooting and analysis skills.
At least junior standing or one more year of school remainingin one of
the following majors: Computer Science, Math, Physics, Electrical

.
"
"

,

.

SuccessfulStudents and scholars may benefit
from using a combination of printed materials
Lemieux Library
anQ ejecfronjc resources.

.

Engineering.

" Experience developing commercial

PC-based applications in C/C++
under Windows NT and/or OS/2.
Active Voice builds creative, high quality PC-based telephony solutions utilizing client-server, internet, and unified messaging technologies, which
allowbusinesses to communicate more efficiently and effectively. We are a
leader in the high-tech industry and we are looking for employees who
desire challenging and rewarding careers.
To apply please send letterand current resume to Active Voice Corporation,
Job Code: PTP-125, 2901Third Avenue, Suite 500, Seattle, WA 98121-1049. Active Voice is an equal opportunity employer.
personnel@activevoice.com
www.activevoice.com
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Belle's complaints pale in Fitness
comparison to real heroes in

AUSTINBURTON
Sports Columnist
Forgive me ifIdon't feel sorry
for Albert Belle. Perhaps it's his
$13 million salary.Maybe it's the
fact thathe' s been fortunateenough
tobe a professional athlete orlucky
enough to play in a World Series.
Ormaybeit's just thefact that he
has the swollenbiceps and barrelchestthat makes mostskinny
18-year-olds jealous. Whatever
the reason,I'vehad a hard time
sympathizing with the plight of
the Orioles'left fielder.
Butputting allofhis blessings
aside, something tells me that I
should feel forthemercurial star.
—
Why? Because ifyoulethim
—
tell it Belle is one of the most
courageous athletes in the historyof sports,rightup there with
the Cathy Freemansand Arthur
Ashes of the world.Shame on
me for not seeing the light.
I_ast

BabeRuth s hallowedcareer homerun record in the 19705, andFlood
didn't gain many friends among
baseball's hierarchy or fans when
he blazed the trail for free agency,
the same system that today allowed
Belle tosign a $65 million contract

Baseball?
"It would easily seem a 'nobrainer' that I made the right
choice," Belle wrote.

Considering his stellar play and
insane wealth, this is hard to argue

'

But alas,Belleisn tso sure, which
is apparently just the tip of theiceberg of his troubles. "Ihave never

received prestigious accolades,"
wrote the five-time All-Star, who
was named theSportingNews and
BaseballDigestPlayer of the Year
in 1995.

Thesameguy whoreceivednominations in 1993 and 1994 for the

RobertoClementeAwardhas never,
in his mind, "been acclamied as a
hard worker, winner, or team
player."
Such a sad story. So sad in fact,
thatBelle went so far as to writethat

he was once benched for throwing
his batand helmetafterstriking out,
Belle has adisciplinary record that
rivals rap artist 01' Dirty Bastard.
Bellehas runafoul witheitherhis
tirades (fourtimes),throwingabaseball at a memberof the audience or
media (twice),using illegal cork in
his bat, charging the mound after
beinghit by a pitch (threetimes)and
justanoverall lackofhustle (twice).
What exactly is it that drives the
burly slugger to such extreme
lengths? Was it because he's received pregame messages that he
wouldbekilledifhe hita homerun?
No, wait, that was Aaron. Was it
because he's had fastballs smoked
at

Sixty-five million
dollars may buy
a wholelot of

things in this
world, but pity is
definitely not
one of them.

Seattle
A Weekly

Column

team or the league forhis postgame

his head with the intent

to

maim? No, that was Robinson.

week, Bulle wrote in his

opinion column for the Baltimore Sun about the road not
traveled.About how asahighschool
senior in Shreveport, La., he was
recruited by a number of high-profile college football programs.Did
he make the right choice in opting
insteadforacareerin MajorLeague

with.

lowed to take the field.
Over the course of his Hall-ofFame career,Robinson was repeatedly thrown at, spiked, ridiculed
and even spit on by his Caucasian
counterparts. And that was just on
the field.After the game,Robinson
had togo home to malicious phone
calls and death threats,all for being
a blackmanplayinga "whitegame."
Aaron endured the same type of
vicious treatment
ashechaseddown
'

Or maybe it's because he'sbeen
blackballed from the game because he contested baseball's
honor in federal court. But that
wasFlood, come to think of it.
What makes these claims all
the more unbelievable is that
Belle isn't just your average
dumbjock-type.Sure,he's prone
toprofanity-laced explosionson
innocentbystanders,buthe's no
moron.Belle graduated sixth in
his high school class.He wasan
accountingmajor at LSU, where
he was on a partial academic

by
Shanti

Hahler
FORDCLARY/ STAhF REPORT

Being'fit'has adifferentmeaning for everyone.But whether it
means having muscles that bulge
like Popeye, or a yogic feeling of
serenity and balance, health education can provide new ideas and
aspects of mental fitness that you
may not haveconsidered before.
To encourage health education
and self-improvement, Swedish
Medical Center is offering a slew
of classes this fall for anyone interested. All classes will be held
either at SwedishMedical Center
on Seattle'sFirst Hill,or at Swedish Medical Center in Ballard.
Youmust register forall classes,
but most are free or cost under
$5.00(excepttheFirst-AidBasics
course). To register, simply call
(206) 386-2502.

I HAVE YOU EVER WORKED AT
A PLACE THAT ROCKS?

I

Experience Music Project(EMP) is the totallyunique home formusic past
present and future.Our visitors are taken ona sensoryexperience that they won't
findanywhere elseAndif you're looking foreither full or part- timeemployment,
you won'tfind amore interestingplace to work.

We have manyopportunities forenthusiastic people to assist our visitors and help
maintainourone of a kind facility:

Visitor Services Representatives
MEG Assistants
Volunteer Assistant (Part-time)

Exhibit Maintenance Assistants

F00d5(1026N.E.64lh St.)onOct.
18 from 9:30 to 11a.m. andOct.
25 from 6:30 to 8:30 pm. The
class fee is $5 perperson.

Different Faces of Wellness:
Women's HealthEvent at
Nordstrom
Held at the downtown Seattle
Nordstrom,speakers will present

discussions on women's heart
health,nutrition, and how it affects your mood, as well as a
demonstration of the Ancient
Chinese Practice of QiGong.

Complimentaryhealth screenThough there are over twoings,displays
and special booths
offered,
classes
here
is
a
dozen
quick overview of some in which promoting women's health will
beavailable as well.
youmay be interested:

Reservations are required and

scholarship.He lists The Autobi-

ography of Malcolm X as his
favorite book, and even worked
as a substitute teacher in college.
with a no-trade clause.
The lasttrailBelleblazedwason
History must not have been his
Otherwise,theman
the streets of Cleveland in 1995, subject,though.
'
whenhe hopped inhis car and tried wouldn t beso fast toplacehis petty
torundown a group ofkids that had gripes in the same leagueas therealthrown eggs at his house.
life problemsof those players who
Belle's run-ins withbaseball au- came before him.
'
thorities,fans and other playerspale
Socall mecoldhearted,butI
can t
incomparisonto theordealsofmen feel sorry for aguy likeBelle.Sixtylike Aaron, Flood and Robinson.
fivemillion dollars maybuy a whole
Dating back tohiscollegedaysat lot of things in this world,butpity is
Louisiana State University, where definitely not one of them.

foodlabels, what foods arehearthealthy,and waystomakehealthy
food choices despite tricky advertising.
Thisclass willbeheldat Whole

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR): Every Second
Counts
A basic life-support training
course, adult CPR will be taught
according toKing-CountyFireDepartment Standards.

Participant cards will be given
successfully complete the class. The course will be
held atat theFirstHill location on
Nov. 16 form 7 to 10 p.m.and at
the Ballard location of Swedish
MedicalCenter onDec. 13 from 7
to 10 p.m. and
There is afeeof $3 forthisclass.
(Please make checks payable to
Seattle Medic II.)
to those who

space is limited.To R.S.V.P.call
(206) 628-1690. The event will
beheldin the John W.Nordstrom
Roomon Oct. 21;doors open at
8:15 a.m.
Seminars will run from 8:45
a.m.to 12:30p.m.,andscreenings
and experthelp will be available
from noon to 2:30 p.m.

First-AidBasics
Certified by the American Red
Cross, this class teaches participants the basics of first-aid and
how torespond in an emergency.
CPR training is not included.

First-Aidcertificationcardsare
given after successfully completing the class. Three courses are
offered: at the Ballard Swedish
Heart-HealthyGrocery
Medical Center on Oct.25 from 1
Shopping at Whole Foods
to5 p.m., at the FirstHilllocation
Follow a registered dietician on eitherSept.27orNov. 15form
through the aisles of WholeFoods 6 to 10 p.m.The class fee is $35
Grocery and learn how to read per person.

jfl
fj

hehas "receivedunwarranted treatment that only Jackie Robinson,

CurtFlood and Hank Aaroncould
have experienced."
Did Ijust miss something here?
Bellementioned in the same breath
as Jackie Robinson?
When Robinson made his Major
League debut as the first AfricanAmerican player in the 20th century, he was greeted by a bitter
contingent of players, including
some of his own teammates, who
threatened to strike if he was al-

"Car Accident Victims Get A Crash
Course On Their Rights!"

Online

visit www.emplive.com/join /jobs/jobs.asp for moreinformation on these
opportunities.Emailyour resume to jobs@emplive.corn and please
indicateposition titleof interestand Dept. HR/SU in the subject

Send your resume to EMP, Attn: HR/SU. 2901 Third Avenue,Suite 400.
Seattle, WA 98121. Equal OpportunityEmployer.

EXPERIENCE MUS I
C PROJ E C L,

Seattle, WA. A new free report has recently been released that

reveals information every car accident victim shouldhave
before they speak to anyone. Research shows that evena
"fenderbender" can cause pain, headaches evenarthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they
do their rights. If you have been involvedin an auto accident
listen to the 24-hour toll-freerecordedmessage by calling
I-800-725-6793. Thecall is free and so is the report.
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Associated

Students

VOTE FOR YOUR FRESHMEN AND
TRANSFER REPRESENTATIVE TODAY!

..

Important Dates :
dtf|
Primary Elections Oct. 12
Final Elections Oct. 19
Elections Booths are open:
Hawks Nest: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Columbia Street Cafe: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Paccar Atrium (Pigott Bldg.) 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Administration Bldg. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Do you know the people pictured on this page?
If not, learn more about them when you vote.
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All are welcome to come to ASSU meetings!
ASSU Council meets on Tuesdays in Pigott 1 02
from 9-1 1 p.m.
The following meet in the ASSU office, second
floor of the SUB:
Clubs Committe: Monday, 8:30 a.m.
Elections Committe: Wednesday, 6 p.m.
Presidential: Thursday, 6 p.m.
Appropriation: Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.

Fall Cruise is coming up!

Boat leaves at 9 P- m -

The"T"iangle Ckib would"~7

you to /
n^ y± e to say thank
the supporters/
\^\allforofComing
Out/
\ Day! /
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Novice Roiuers still welcome for SU Crew! Meet on Monday, Wednesday, Friday at
4:45 a.m. in Bellarmine and Tuesday and Thursday 5:30 a.m. at Connolly Center.

Student organizations and clubs need to re-register by Nov. 1.
Forms are available outside the ASSU office, or you can get them
on-line at www.seattleu.edu/student/ activities/. Questions??? Contact Phillip Tran at x6037.

Marketplace
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400 . Services
500 . For Rent
600. Misc

Classifieds

100 . For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
200. Help Wanted
GREATSTUDENTJOB. Office Assistant: part-time/flexible
during school year. Downtown
law firm: clerical projects, data
entry, filing, phones. Fax/ send
resume: (206)728-5863; LM, 720
Olive Way, Suite 625, Seattle,
98101. Imich@dle-law.com.
Pleaseinclude hours available and
pay rate.
TEACHING ASSISTANT
WANTED for Homework Support $12/Hour. Factoria Sylvan
Learning Center: (425) 641-7609.
LEGAL ASSISTANT POSITION AVAILABLE
Small, downtown Seattle personalinjury law firm seeking fulltime legal assistant. Invaluable
opportunity for thoseseekingfirsthand experiencein the fieldbefore
beginninglaw school. Responsibilities include completing daily
correspondence and pleadings, filing, working withclients. 40hours/

week. Benefits. Non-Smoker. Approximately one year commitment
needed. Please send resume and
coverletter to500UnionStreet,Suite
645, Seattle, WA 98101.

Become a Silver Cloud Valet.
Silver Cloud Valet, the
Northwest's leadingvalet service,is
now hiring for both full and parttime positions in theSeattle/Bellevue
area. We have a number of shifts
available days,nights,weekdaysand
weekends. If you are responsible,
hard working, have excellent customer service skills and are interested in making $8-12 an hour, we
invite youto fillout an application at
3901 Stone way N., Suite 100 in the
Wallingford districtof Seattle. We
are open Monday through Friday
between8 a.m.and 6p.m. Formore
information, call Jerry at (206) 633-4944. Come join SilverCloud Valet
during this exciting time of growth
and opportunity! EEO/AA/M/F/D/
V.

Seeking a flexible schedule?
Work Study and Non Work Study
Home Care Aide positions. Help
elderlyanddisabledpersons w/cooking, household cleaning and care.
Paid training provided & work near
campus! Access tocar, dr lieandins
is a plus but not necessary. PTand
FTopportunities. $7.77/hrw/90day
raise plus benefits. Call (206) 694-6813 for more info &. application
at
apply
or
packet

www.fremontpublic.org.
PT, experienced Nanny needed

person!! There's no easier way to
Log onto
make money!
or
call 1-877Magma.com
Team
-866-2462.
Legal Photocopy Company has
FT/PT Copy Operator positions
available for swing,graveyard and

weekend shifts. Ideal for student
schedules. GreatFTemployeebenefits, casual environment, downtown location. Call Tami at 206-405-1544.

500. For Rent

for two infants in
the SewardPark area.20-25 hours/
HILLSIDE 411
week. Must havereliable transporBrand new apt. homes!
tation andreferences. Please conGreat Ist Hill Location nearSU
tact Anne at 206-721-0090.
4111 lth Avenue Fabulous 1,2 and
3(+) br Decks Spectacular
Views!Gated Prkg— W/DinunitWANT CASH? Sign-up your Micro $835— 51775.NP/NS.
411 11th Aye.(206)322-4022 or
classmates for cool internet sites
and receive a minimum of $1 per 441-3171.
to provide care

—

The Spectator is where
it'sat!
To advertise,call
Ben Stangland at
(206) 296-6474 or fax
him at (206) 296-6477.
The cost for classifieds
is $5.00 for the
first 20 words
and 15 cents a
wordthere after.

All classifieds and
personals must be submitted by Friday at
5 p.m. for the Thursday
edition. Pre-pay please.

Personals
6th Floor Posse:
ITIS A REVOLUTION!

Hayley

Happy 20th B-day!
I
love you!

If football was easy, they'd replace thehelmets withswim caps!
To the wonderful people of the
the SUB a more
enjoyable place to visit. EspeCAC, you make

daily you, Jason.

_

Gina
We must get together for a chat!
Heard you weresick, are you feeling better?

—

Hey Amber
SWF looking for great guy.
Outfitters:
Sorry about the alarm.
Can't describe how much Imiss Friendssay Ihaveagreatpersonaldemonspawn
you. You guys are so fabulous ity. Are you the one for me? I
*Sniff* keepyourears clean. Jingles doubtit. But meet me inthe Quad
when the bells toll twice on the
Toall the Austria people (psych
third Friday of thismonth. Please
_,
Let's get together!! I
miss you
trip)
My Dearest pets:
come. Please.
guys!
Be really content livin' in the
"complex" (payin' too much rent)
PS. Doc, how is the Nike
—
Megan
swoosh?
lack of a window bemy sole vex. In
You're the apple of my eye...
LoveThe Ginas
under a yearAMPM we'll frequent
smile.
And
my
straight
cigarettes.
to use our IDs not for
The
teethin
To my dear roomies, from your fa- the bubbles in my champagne (3
—
voriteMex-i-girl this person is sent. bottle to be exact)... Can't wait to
To my Train
Thanks for being big sweeties
spend another night withyou.
Love your secret admirers,
and always taking careof me. You
KD&MA
guys are money. Luv YA,
— Cash Money
Wanted: something to make my
life exciting ANYTHING!!! and I
Doughnutsis thereanythingthey
mean anything!
can't do?
Laura & Charlotte—
Imissmy girls! Youhottiesneed
to come visit your Bth floor crew,
and give me some good lovin!
—CM

—

..

—

—

—

PUT YOUR WORDS HERE!

Putting a personal in The Spectator
is easy. Just go to the Campus
Assistance Center, located in the
Student Union Building for more
information.

— Personals are free and appear in every
issue.
— Personals are a great way to get the
message out on campus, say hello to a
friend, or even wish someone a happy
birthday.

Hey girl who cleans the lobby,
you're my angel

To Dan withhis Aztec warrior,
Vie the cook, Mike the quiet one,
and my partners in crime Cecille
and Gano thanks for always being
there forme and puttingup with my
little attitudes, you love me! Summer was tight, study hard, we'll
show those lawstudents up! Don't
confront any more people that is
enough for the quarter. HA HA!
SarlynHA HA wasbust play-

—

ing
Neighbor on Bth floor:
Thanks for the love, you're one
of the greatestbig brothers.

To my soul mate Amy H. from
Chicago:Thank you for ending the
years long search foryou. You are
so cute that the very thoughtof you
sends me intoorbit. You will never
find out my birthdate,butIappreciate the effort. Call me!
Cash Money,
Thanks for the unlimited use of

the Froggy mobile.
Ed,

After you graduate, please don't
forget about us.
— Your humble servants!

Dear Karen,
You were the most beautiful RA
2nd floorBellarminehas every seen.
Inub you.

—C

Happy Birthday Katie!
— Love, Amie
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—

To mes amis
Writing a Haiku when caffeine
cannot be found is quitehard to do.

—

Akinsomac

To Mr. Koski,
I know you read this still!Just
wanted to tell youthatyoumake me
smileall day!

—

Jessiea
I'm so proud of you sweetpea.
Wicci, wicci, mrrr.
Love, Catwoman
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This week's cartoons by:

Mike Balbin

Shannon Van Liew

James Nau

Seth Cooper

Baron Vaughn Culp
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